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Problem #1 (25)

A bent rod is supported at B, C and E by properly aligned smooth journal bearings as shown in the
figure below. There are no supports at A or D.
a) Complete the free body diagram for the rod in the figure given on the right. (4)
b) Express each force (both external and reaction) in Cartesian vector form. (7)
c) Determine the moment of each force about D in Cartesian vector from. (8)
d) Write down the equations of equilibrium for the rod. (3)
e) Find components of the reactions at B, C and E. (3)

a)  FBD

b)

c)

d)

e)



Problem #2 (25)

The beam is subjected to a distributed load as shown.
(1) Find the magnitude of the resultant force for the distributed load and specify its location

on from A; (15)
(2) Find the reaction force components at supports A and B (must show the free body

diagram) (10)

Solution:
1) FR = _________unit___; xC = ______ m.

2) Ax = __________unit___;

Ay= ______ unit___;

By = __________unit______.



Problem #3 (25)

The truss is supported at A by a smooth roller and at I by a smooth pin.. The four joint loadings
shown result from the bridge weight.  The support at A is a smooth pin.

(1) Determine the reactions at supports A and I (8)
(2) Using the method of joints, determine the force in members HI and IJ in kN and state

whether they are tension (T) or compression (C) (5)
(3) Using the method of section, determine the force in members EF, EL, and KM in kips

and state whether they are (T) or (C) (12)

Value             unit
(1) Ay =

Ix =
Iy =

(2) FHI =
FIJ =

(3) FEF =
FEL =
FKM =



Problem #4 (25)

Consider the three equations
2x +y -3z = -1

3x + 5y + 3z = 1
2x + 4y + z = 6

a) Express the system in matrix form AX = B (3)
b) Calculate the determinant of matrix A using cofactor expansion along row
#2 (10)
c) Determine the solution using matrix inversion (12)

Note: You need to show your work to receive
credit. a)

b)

c)


